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UIS – A special case

- A UNESCO flagship
- Its work benefits Member states, UN-system, INGOs, civil society,
- Progress and comparability
- Covers all UNESCO’s sectors
- Closely aligned with UNESCO governance system
UIS – Alignment with 39 C/Resolution 87 Governance

- Working with Member states (defining, collecting, processing, publishing)
- C/5 Alignment follow-up - Work Program and Budget fully aligned
- Governing Board and Bureau – composition, rotation and transparency policies
- Gender neutral language since 2012
- Reporting to UNESCO 3 organs
- Structured Financing dialogue (para 128)
UIS – alignment challenges

• Inputs to Medium Term Strategy C/4 and Program/Budget C/5

• Resource mobilization – sustainable funding

• UIS alignment with other Cat. 1 Institutes for the chair to present its work at the General Conference

• Information dissemination to enhance visibility and dialogue with MS

• Language

• Sharing of best practices including inviting UIS chairperson to relevant meetings
UIS – Unesco priorities and the SDGs

UIS is providing data and indicators for monitoring SDGs

SDG 4 – Education
Indicators for 8 global targets + 30 thematic indicators

SDG 9 Industri, Innovation and Infrastructure
9.5 – Scientific Research

SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Societies
11.4 – protecting the World’s Cultural and Natural Heritage

SDG 16 Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions
Indicator 16.10.1
Data to transform lives
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